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 VICKIE CHAPMAN - PLEASE AXE
FAILED COOBER PEDY ADMINISTRATOR

Dear Ms Chapman, (Minister for Local Government,
SA)  We understand that you are continually busy
and preoccupied in Adelaide, however we sense that
our town is in financial freefall.

Local residents are calling for the resignation of the State
Government appointee Mr. Tim Jackson after three years
of failures to address maladministration and it’s effects
left behind by previous councils. At this late time we do
not believe that Tim Jackson is capable of achieving a result.

There is a strong community view that Tim Jackson has
consistently failed to perform adequately, as his request
for an extension of time until 2022 has already flagged.

How many Executive Assistants has the CEO had in
2 years?  Is it six (6 or7)?  Where are the reports to
the community about these changes and costs?

Of the 9 CEO Oversight Committee Meetings this year,
all have been Section 90 ‘in confidence’; all relevant to
the CEO yet the administrator has failed to elaborate the
circumstances to the town.  In our view, this implies a
culture of secrecy and coverup and disrespect.

Elected member and a keen observer of councils progress
Des Roffey asks the Administrator, “Why did the local
CEO Oversight Committee representative Ms Adamo
resign in October?”  “Was it announced? If not, why
not?”  [It cost us a significant amount to engage her and
yet we have never seen her attend one council meeting
since this appointment]

In 2019 the administrator hired a CEO who did not
complete his contract at the Swan Hill Vic. Council.
According to Jackson, the same CEO is currently on sick
leave and rumours abound that he is not going to finish
this contract.  Some transparency around the CEO’s
current absence and the future of his position would
appease an anxious community.

Tim Jackson seems to have no tolerance for this
community, and boasts a list of ratepayers,  banned from
asking questions or making statements at council meetings.

Local residents are concerned by Jackson’s [allegedly]
arrogant attitude, his bullying tactics, his disrespectful and
frustrating semantics along with a lack of satisfactory
results over three years. Council’s toxic culture raises
mental health concerns amongst some of the older residents
with little if any mental health support in the town!

Local resident Brett Trueman who has been a past
ambassador for mental health issues, said he sees Tim
Jackson behaving as a diminuitive man who has found
himself in a town, historically reputed for tough guys.

“Could Mr. Jackson be thinking he was sent in as a type
of Clint Eastwood to conquer and rule the last frontier or
a 007, licensed to obliterate or mame at his discretion?”
“Isn’t the real reason for administration, ongoing Statutory
Officer incompetence? The community needed it’s
services back on track urgently, but things are worse.”

“We longer term residents have watched a revolving door
of managerial characters since 2012 and have no doubt
that the state government has erred in their appointment
of Tim Jackson.  In our minds, he is a failure, a total dud,
and we appeal to South to rectify it”, said Trueman.

The ghetto-like state of the town suggests that Jackson
has achieved nothing significant since his arrival.  Jackson
spares no cost on consultants and teams of lawyers.  His
initial appointment for one year is now extended to the
next council elections in November 2022 to the surprise
and regret of many in the broader community, some  whom
felt they were a minority among the public service that
voted in the Jackson Poll in 2019.  Some believe that
Jackson lobbied hard for an extension of time, merely to
secure employment for himself.

Additionally, and in my view, Jackson was involved in
having the suspended council vacated, which effectively
neutralised any opposition to his one man rule, up until
the next council elections Nov 2022.  If this were not so,
then why didn’t Jackson insist on the related SACAT
hearing being a priority?  [*separate report]

This year an FOI search revealed that Tim Jackson had
spent $500K in legal fees chasing one ratepayer, (a
manhunt?) only to achieve a $5,000 fine.  Outside
consultancy and lawyers fees had already totalled $1.3M.
The FOI info was published in CPRT on 27-8-2021 and
10 September 2021.

In my view, Jackson imparts most information to the
public in semantics and is prone to unhinged attacks on
residents including the local media for unwelcome
questions.  We have given up on him. Council’s Facebook
page from a community perspective is managed
irresponsibly. Unsavoury attacks on individuals shows a
distinct lack of decorum and professionalism.  Any
comments unfavourable to Council are deleted.

Tim Jackson has become a type of “Special Magistrate”
appointed by himself to preside over cases in his own
court room, ie our council chambers where there is no
discussion, only a judgement and a penalty which is usually
a BAN on asking questions!  So NO questions please!

Continue on page 6

OPINION/
EDITORIAL:

CEO Dean Miller and Tim Jackson at the Serbian Social Club in June 2020.  Locals complain that the current
administration is riven with bullying, cronyism and conflicts of interest and will be glad to see it reach an end

WATER TENDER PROCESS
IS A TOTAL DISASTER

As 2021 reaches an end, Jackson’s ability to repair Coober
Pedy’s finances and restore community confidence is
growing dim. Jackson’s only hope has been to liquidate
the town’s aging water assets to pay off the growing
debt burden c$10M - $15M by negotiating a BOOT
scheme deal - currently under tender.

Administrator Tim Jackson has now admitted in a council
meeting [9-11-2021] that the project governance on the
tender process for Coober Pedy’s Water Infrastructure
was found to be completely inadequate, with council
urgently needing to postpone the process.   Jackson refers
to missing information...   Is this a reference to missing
financial information? If financial records are missing, is
this an internal problem or something else?

Jackson remarked at the meeting that was via Webinar,
“We have let things down at our end of the bargain and
might have to reconsider our position and include the waste
water plant to try and attract a purchaser,”

“I’ve got to accept responsibity for that, and so does the
CEO”, said Jackson. [The CEO has suddenly taken sick
leave, and Tim Jackson is now suggesting that his
appointment may have been unlawful. - see page 9]

On the night [Cr] Des Roffey sent a text into the council
webinar meeting stating: “The water tender process is
a shambles by your own admission Tim. Is that a fair
assessment? If so, you and the CEO need to resign.”

Under build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT) contracts, the
contractor owns the project during the project period.
Coober Pedy Council specified a 20 year project period,
however in reading the Tonkin Report (a document
attached to the tender process) an injection of many
millions would be needed to ugrade the infrastructure.
https://www.tenders.sa.gov.au/tender/view?id=235107

Was the information in the Tonkin Report considered by
council before going to tender?    Because, the Tonkin
Report implies to me, that the water asset is highly
degraded and therefore potentially unsaleable. ie one option

The cost estimate of the total system upgrade for the
preferred options defined above is $16.8M (Refer
Appendix D). The preferred solution consists of the
following key components:

· Gravity collection network, including upgraded transfer
pump station
· Mechanical treatment system at the existing WWTP site
· Wetland storage at the Triangle Precinct
· Disposal of recycled water via irrigation of the town
oval, orchard and streetscaping along Hutchinson St, etc.

Seriously, who would pay the DCCP $9M for the use of
an asset that needs a $16.8M upgrade?  Where is the
profitability?  Interesting parties at the last count were 3.

Tim Jackson claims, that some of the tenderers raised,
that their preference would be to include the waste water
asset.  However,, it will be interesting to see how many
tenderers are left after this costly fiasco.  Add in the cost
of a failed experiment in “Administration”.

Preferred Option Cost Estimate
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1.) GROUPS & SPONSORSHIP1.) GROUPS & SPONSORSHIP1.) GROUPS & SPONSORSHIP1.) GROUPS & SPONSORSHIP1.) GROUPS & SPONSORSHIP
You or your group may wish to send a News Article.
Aim for a 300 - 500 word story in plain text and a
suitable photo/s.
2. If seeking an Editorial - “Advertorial”
or “Special Feature”, please enquire about the cost
first.
3.) Advertisers may be entitled to editorials
4.) Sponsorship for clubs or community
programs is by arrangement
5.) Names and Captions  must
accompany photos + DO NOT REDUCE PHOTOS

CPRT became a FREE Newspaper in 2006 and
increased its distribution to 4,500 hard copies +
Free Online Newspaper, promoting news, events
thus distributing advertising to tourists and to nearby
communities and towns. The CPRT receives no
external funding.
A local newspaper is the voice of the people. A
truly free and independent press is a vital
component of any healthy democratic society. [...]
the prime value of journalism is that it imposes
transparency, and thus accountability, on those
who wield the greatest governmental and
corporate power. ~ Glenn Greenwald, Laura
Poitras and Jeremy Scahill
Four pillars of Democracy areFour pillars of Democracy areFour pillars of Democracy areFour pillars of Democracy areFour pillars of Democracy are
LEGISLATIVE : The body which makes laws
for the state.
EXECUTIVE : Executes and enforces laws.
JUDICIARY : Works to protect laws.
PRESS/MEDIA : The 4th estate of democracy.
It informs the public

‘Media releases’‘Media releases’‘Media releases’‘Media releases’‘Media releases’ may be submitted however
there is no obligation on the newspaper to publish
any part of it.  Media releases are generally one
sided so comments may, (or may not)  be extracted
and used in a related article. CPRT does not provide
free space for political or business advertising .
Advertising rates are in the column above.

Letters to EditorLetters to EditorLetters to EditorLetters to EditorLetters to Editor should be sent by email
where possible and must be relevant to the
community. Potentially defamatory comments will
be edited or deleted. Letters to Editor need to be
signed, but a pen name can be published.

           Bi Monthly
Friday 12 Nov 2021
Friday 26 Nov 2021
Friday 10 Dec 2021

ABOUT US
 The annual rainfall in the area is around 175

mm (5 inches) per annum

The CPRT newspaper first became DIGITAL/
ONLINE in 2006. Although online is now the

main trend, hard copies are still printed locally.

Editor - Margaret Mackay
PO Box 10 Coober Pedy  SA 5723

Ph:  (08) 8672 5920
Email:  editor@cooberpedytimes.com

https://cooberpedytimes.com/

The Coober Pedy Regional Times
“Your Outback Communities Newspaper”

GO NOODLING FOR OPAL at THE JEWELLER SHOP
- Umoona Road/Jeweller Shop Road near town.

While in town take an OPAL FIELDS TOUR
You’ll believe you’re on Mars.

   Be sure to visit THE UNDERGROUND CHURCHES

AMAZING UNDERGROUND HOMES - DUGOUTS
(at least 1500 people living underground)

UNDERGROUND DUGOUT AS A BUNKER
Think about it!

Take a tour and see see film locations like Mad Max:
Beyond Thunderdome and Red Planet including the
PAINTED DESERT, the spectacular BREAKAWAYS
and the MOON PLAIN

 Enjoy an evening at the Coober Pedy DRIVE-IN
usually on a Saturday Night

During Easter an OPAL FESTIVE & GEM TRADE
SHOW is held

OPAL FIELDS GOLF COURSE - bring your own green

South

an underground town built on the back of opal mining
     Things to do

MAILING LIST
Send an email to be included on newspaper

emailing list

The COOBER PEDY REGIONAL TIMES is ‘WORLD WIDE’
  READ Newspaper FREE online at:  https://cooberpedytimes.com/

Summer 2021-2022
(December Solstice)

22 Dec 2:29 am

Coober PedyCoober PedyCoober PedyCoober PedyCoober Pedy
THE OPTHE OPTHE OPTHE OPTHE OPAL CAL CAL CAL CAL CAPITAPITAPITAPITAPITAL OF THE WAL OF THE WAL OF THE WAL OF THE WAL OF THE WORLDORLDORLDORLDORLD

Climate outlook overview  Issued: 11 November 2021

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/outlooks/#/overview/video
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Opal Mining News

OPAL MINING FEES effective 1st
JULY 2021

New or Renew PSPP   $92.50
2nds & ODL    $ 9.95 + $ 9.95

Replacement Plates
X1  $7.75 + $18.20 = $25.95
X2 $15.50 + $18.20 = $33.70
X3 $23.25 + $18.20 = $42.45
X4 $31.00 + $18.20 = $49.20

Claim Registration
 - 3 months

Small   $54.50
Large     $109.00
X/Large  $164.00
ODL       $130.00

KEEP DIGGING WARRIORS

Claim Renewal
- 12 months

Small   $164.00
Large   $327.00
X/Large $491.00

Recovery of Posts $26.50

OPOPOPOPOPAL FIELDS ROUND-UPAL FIELDS ROUND-UPAL FIELDS ROUND-UPAL FIELDS ROUND-UPAL FIELDS ROUND-UP

Seasoned Licker
Boris Markovic

Shell patch very active.  Good to see the film crew interested in opal mining out there

Season for potch; it seems everyone is getting it.  Potch is the opal miner's kryptonite

Keep vigilant with your claims. Pegs are being pulled.

Good colour coming out of opal valley. It's worth the drive out there

Hong kong opal buyers allegedly back soon

Apparently our drill has been moved to the back of where it has been hiding.  We want our drill.

Does anyone know how to get in touch with the opal miner's association??

FOR SALE
Opal Mining Equipment

Round Tunnelling Machine (cuts 6’
foot diameter)

Volvo Motor with Twin Blower Fans
and Pipes

+ 35 KVA Gen Set
$35,000-

Contact Frank 0429 860 502

SBS out on the
field with Boris
and Miroslav

Markovic along
with Frank

Pennisi who
featured in an

episode on opal
mining recently,
along with Julie

O’Toole.

We will let you
know when this

goes to air.
Thanks to

everyone, it was a
fun few days

Things will start to slow down now the warmer
weather is setting in, miners are finishing up
with the Opal Mining Amnesty period active

from 15 December 2021 - 15 March 2022
Currently active claims at the 3 fields are:

TOTAL:  541

403 claims in Coober Pedy
120 claim in Andamooka
16 Mintabie.

OPAL MINING AMNESTY
BEGINS IN ONE MONTH
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COOBER PEDY MINE RESCUE/SES KEPT BUSY
DURING  RECENT RAIN EVENT

SES Rescue Chief Anthony Daelman said, “At
1am on Thursday night the SES had received
additional calls for help relating to flooding
events over 17 Mile Road, Kempe Road,
Chucky Street with concerning debris left behind
on Jeweller Shop Road.

AUSTRALIA’S 
ALREADY INVESTED 
 OVER 35 BILLION 
 IN CLEAN ENERGY. 
AWESOME. Last year we reached 

24% of our electricity with 
renewables alone!

Public & private 

since 2017.

FIND OUT MORE AT 
POSITIVEENERGY.GOV.AU
Authorised by the Australian Government, Canberra.

Finally rain event measured a tad over 32mm
all up arrived in Coober Pedy last week,
accompanied by the usual flooding around the
town.  Fortunately we have a pro-active rescue
team on hand, and they were kept busy
pupming water and rescuing vehicles to name
a few tasks.

WEATHER EVENT

SES pumping water out of a residential
yard at Coober Pedy

Flooding along the Kempe Road

SES out on patrol during the flooding
Thank you to Anthony Daelman for the

photos
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Concerned Outback
Community Members

COBCM2021@gmail.com    3 November 2021

Attorney-General for South Australia
The Hon. Vickie Chapman MHA By email: attorneygeneral@sa.gov.au
Cc: Dem.MinisterVHP@sa.gov.au, steven@stevenmarshall.com.au, oca@sa.gov.au

Dear Attorney-General,

Outback Communities Authority (OCA) Outback Futures Project (OFP)

We are members of South Australia’s unincorporated outback community, wishing to
voice our concerns in relation to the OCA’s plans and approach to its OFP.

1. At its website, the OCA describes the OFP as “a genuine invitation to the Outback
Community and regional stakeholders to identify what is wanted and needed for the
long term sustainability of the outback as its own unique and autonomous region of
South Australia,” explaining that it made recommendations to the Minister in January
following public consultations last year, covering: • an enhanced OCA model addressing
governance, financial sustainability and reduced reliance on volunteers for service delivery.
• better management of public access in the Outback. • improved regional coordination
of Government services.

2. The OCA states that it has been conducting further community consultation in various
towns during September and October 2021, to agree and endorse a plan to deliver: • a
strategic blueprint for South Australia’s Outback and its communities of interest. •
identification of priority services required to be delivered by the OCA. • identification of
priority services required that would benefit from a joint effort by Government Agencies.
• options for a future financial model to support the community’s desired services.

3. The OCA says that it held a strategic planning meeting in Coober Pedy in early
September, with an attendance of 50 comprising community members, stakeholders
and OCA representatives. A slideshow obtained following that meeting reveals their
plans to establish an extended management structure to oversee new services to the
outback, such as elections, meetings, administration, regulation, compliance, public
toilets and open spaces, and to fund these services by imposing rates on landholders.
The OCA envisages the need for legislative changes to implement the plan.

4. With respect to the OCA, the public consultation has been manifestly inadequate. Not
only does the OCA webpage provide a dead link to a missing document entitled “What
we heard” from the 2020 round of consultations, but the recent consultations have
been obscured from most of the 2,500 members of the outback community.

5. Under section 14 of the Outback Communities (Administration and Management)
Act 2009 and its Public Consultation Policy, the OCA is obliged to engage appropriately
to the category of the decision, use its best endeavours to inform affected members,
and to provide a reasonable opportunity for interested persons to make submissions on
any proposed action. In light of the potentially high cost to be imposed on members, the
vague description and dubious benefit of the proposed new services, and the increase
in powers requiring legislative amendment, we are legitimately concerned at the lack of
genuine and transparent consultation, provision of information and opportunity to make
submissions to date by the OCA.

6. Accordingly, outback community members will be convening a meeting with an
intention to properly consider the OCA’s plans and proposals. Please find attached
herewith for your information a copy of the Notice of Meeting fixing a date of 5 April
2022. Although the meeting is for members only, attendance by impartial observers
may be permitted upon request.

7. May we request that you confirm that no further steps will be taken in relation to the
approval of the OCA plan pending the outcome of that meeting and any responses that
may flow from it.

8. Please do not hesitate to contact us at COBCM2021@gmail.com should you have
any comments or queries.

Yours sincerely,
Concerned Outback Community Members

Letters to the Editor Letters to the Editor Letters to the Editor Letters to the Editor Letters to the Editor /Opinions/Questions/CommentsOpinions/Questions/CommentsOpinions/Questions/CommentsOpinions/Questions/CommentsOpinions/Questions/Comments
FUTURE OF THE OUTBACK - ON
TRACK... BUT LET’S TAKE THE
NEW ROAD AT A SAFE PACE...

NOT AS A RACE TRACK
For some time APOMA has been lobbying
for a forum or conference of representatives
of stakeholders residing and operating
businesses within the OCA governed
unincorporated outback area, where we
could meet those managing other towns and
communities and discuss our issues, share
resources, and look for solutions for a better
way forward, and ways to collaboratively
build economic drivers like tourism, major
events and enterprise.

Most importantly, to be able to form a strong
united voice that could lobby for funding
and assistance to build a sustainable and
vibrant future for our towns and region. A
voice that could clearly give direction to the
OCA in terms of what stakeholders need
and what action we need to take for the
OCA to make this happen.

The thought was that this would give
strength to the OCA in terms of their efforts
to work for and to fund our region. We
saw this as a partnership – there are things
that a strong community voice can achieve
that a government agency might be too
restricted to fight for.  Also, if the OCA were
given strong united support when they
lobbied on behalf of the community, it
would give them so much more strength
towards achieving outcomes.

We anticipated that there would be greater
and full discussion, and sound consulta?on
on-going, and that final decisions would be
shared and ensured to have stakeholder
supportbefore being implemented.

The OCA Board took this up. The numbers
that attended and contributed to outcomes
at the Strategic Planning Workshop held in
Coober Pedy in early September, clearly
demonstrates that the vast majority of
stakeholders want to be integrally involved
in planning and working on strategies to
ensure that those plans are well managed
and funded. Most importantly to be fully
informed and party to decisions made on
their behalf.

The OCA did a great job with the planning
workshop. We sincerely thank them for
this. So much was discussed, and
productive ideas were mooted around
solutions and methods of managing,
marketing, developing, and funding towns,
communities and regions, and for attracting
tourism, residents and investment.

However, a critical factor to achieving this,
was that ?me is needed to massage all this
input to map a way forward.

At the end of that very productive
workshop, community representatives
agreed that we need to stay in touch and to
form a strong united front. To firstly ensure
that all of what was bought forward,
discussed and decided upon, was followed
through with ongoing input from the
stakeholders – the people of the region –
and secondly, to ensure that this process,
which is so critical to our future and
livelihoods, is progressive and would not
be rushed.

The OCA community presentation staged
in Andamooka on Sunday 24th October,
presented a somewhat confusing scenario
with little information that the audience
could relate to for discussion. They were
then presented with a set of basic figures
which relate to complex situations but with

little consideration given to options or
potential sources of income to offset costs
that would ultimately be charged to
property and business owners – user pays.

The 3rd and preferred option for
governance presented was not in line with
the wording that was voted on at the
workshop – that being for a hybrid model
which would be developed in consultation
with stakeholders with greater and more
equitable representation from the outback.
Not as put to the community, a simple
scenario for just an extra person or two
on a board chosen? nominated? or elected?
from somewhere in the outback...
(elections are costly)

Unfortunately, it appears that for whatever
reason, a report to the Minister on a way
forward, is required before Christmas. That
report will need to have some
recommendations and figures included.

This means that, the timeline from that
initial and valuable workshop, to delivery
of a report that maps out the future for
our region and the manner in which it will
be managed and funded across time... is
only around 15 weeks.

Realis?cally, that is not enough time to
design a map for our future to put into the
hands of a Minister, in particular when time
for their action is tight, as we head towards
an election, posing a real risk that what
we saw on Sunday 24th October will
become a reality.

The Committee believes that decisions
around our future have gone into ‘fast
track’ mode. So, we have made a stand
and taken action in an attempt to resume a
more inclusive process and to bring this
back to a stakeholder supported, open and
progressive way forward.

Time, to allow for that partnership approach
to evolve, and for stakeholders to be
integrally involved in what goes into the
report, including the mapping, rationale,
recommendations, financials, and with the
future challenges and opportunities
presented that will shape our future.

We do not want to incite ‘anti’ feelings or
make this a battleground. Our key issue is
that the process is now being rushed and
is at risk of a hasty report being handed to
politicians where decisions could be made
based on hollow, premature
recommendations.

Reaction around a proposed ASL and
community charges is also premature –
how this evolves as an equitable and fair
levy that is also distributed/applied in an
equitable and fair manner that benefits
towns, communities and businesses is a
key reason why we need to slow the
process down and have another year,
which is government funded to cover this
hiatus, to come up with the right solutions.

We ask that our community and others,
recognise that there has been improved
OCA support for Andamooka and more of
a partnership approach emerging, and, that
they please assist and support us to take a
calm and considered approach in our
attempt to slow back the process and, we
hope, have the chance to work together
with other regional stakeholders, to
bring it back on track.
- APOMA Committee

Andamooka Community Forum - All
Welcome

FOR OUR FUTURE
3.30pm Saturday 20th November 2021

Andamooka Community Hall
Our community voice can make a change, so please join in and bring

your concerns, questions and ideas to the forum.
The Committee will then ensure that those collecve outcomes are put
together and forwarded for inclusion in the planning process for the

Future of the Outback.
OPEN INVITATION TO ALL STAKEHOLDERS SEE IMPORTANT MEETING AGENDA ON PAGE 13
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(continued from page1)

Jackson appears to have no real oversight structure in
place with the state Government and is able to self-

report.  Does this seem right?

Jackson - Potential Defamation: “Free RV
Camping” article in Coober Pedy Regional Times

https://
cooberpedyregionaltimes.files.wordpress.com/2021/

10/coober-pedy-regional-times-22-10-2021.pdf

Firstly, the CPRT’s would like to publicly acknowledge
all of the local residents/businesses who requested and
contributed to the front page article on potential free RV
camping within the jurisdiction of Coober Pedy.  Jackson’s
emotional and uncontrolled retaliation on Facebook was
both highly undignified and unbecoming of any
Administrator, not mention the defamation aspect.

Without fear or favour the Editor  will continue to support
this community’s democratic right to voice concerns,
particularly when presented in a fair and balanced manner.
All concerns relating to the discussions on RV camping
to date are based on publicly available material and
comments, with the community genuinely believing it and
businesses would be placed at severe economic risk.

We do not buy into Jackson’s semantics that; viz., “there
is already [legal] free camping in Coober Pedy”, apart
from the newly approved area at the Old Timer’s Mine
where the general public have already identified potential
conflicts of interest at Council. (*Separate report)

The two other camping areas in question are the Kempe
Rd. area, and the Monument Rd. area.  Neither are zoned
for camping. They are both “Dog off the leash exercise
areas” ie community spaces.

Ms. Chapman, surely there were more experienced and
better qualified candidates? Jackson’s chronic use of
semantics, his thin skinned conduct, and in my view, native
cunning, and dare we suggest amateur attempts at social
engineering (?) is unacceptable and potentially damaging
to the social cohesion of this community. Another year of
this type of this unpredictability will not suit us.

The community itself did not commit maladministration
inside the council chambers.  Why is this not clear to the
administrator and to the state government?

There are recommendations by the Ombudsman in the
2018 report into maladministration as well as
recommendations from the 2018 Attorney General’s report,
all serious. The breaches could have been addressed in
ONE year with an experienced administrator.

We believe that the previous minister for Local Govt.
Stephan Knoll made a serious misjudgement in not sacking
the defaulting council.  As a town we will find it difficult
to move into a fresh election process whilst the council
members that committed the worst case of
maladministration in the history of ICAC, are free to re-
offend and with the administration still in financial chaos
as we seem to have discovered this week. (Water tender?)

That Stephan Knoll gave guilty members a get out of jail
free card as a new and inexperienced member of parliament
was absurd.  He allowed two of the defaulting members
to ignore the Ombudsman’s recommendation to reconsider
their positions, and they sucessfully ran for council again!

This clearly had an impact on those innocent members
that were elected in good faith and then as a result of
Stephan Knoll’s tardy procrastination and the support he
received from members of parliament that rarely or never
visited the town, has caused this current dilemma.

Neither the state government or the opposition have done
anything to prevent this happening again. Considerable
public money has been spent on lengthy investigations
that have yielded absolutely NO outcomes for a  very
remote town, and then sent the entire town to pergatory
for the next 4 years.  Enough is enough!

Editor:  Margaret Mackay (and others)

Both the Strategic Planning Committee and Services
Committee comprise the whole of the elected body,
including the Mayor who is appointed as an ex officio
member of each committee.

Each of these committees has a presiding member who
is paid an annual allowance set by the Remuneration
Tribunal of South Australia. At the time of preparing this
report that annual allowance was around $5,000 for each
presiding member.

I thought it odd that a committee established by
council to assist the council in the performance
of its functions, to provide advice to the council,
and to exercise delegated powers of the council,
in fact comprises the whole of the elected body.

I was advised by persons within the elected body and
the administration that those committees had moved to
comprising the whole of the elected body as a
consequence of concerns expressed by some elected
members about not being privy to information provided
to committees or their deliberations.

While that may be a valid concern, I found it curious
given my understanding of the average duration of those
council meetings over previous years.

Seven Strategic Planning Committee meetings were held
during the 2017-2018 financial year. Those meetings ran
for an average of 14 minutes each. Over the 2015- 2016,
2016-2017 and 2017-2018 financial years, those
committee meetings averaged 21 minutes in duration.28
The eight Services Committee meetings held during the
2017-2018 financial year ran for an average of nine
minutes each, down from an average of 18 minutes in
2016- 2017, and 13 minutes in 2015-2016.29

While I appreciate that elected members may not wish
to miss important deliberations, in my opinion neither the
LG Act nor the Development Act contemplates a council
establishing a committee comprising the whole of the
elected body.

Even if I am wrong about that, one might question
the utility of a committee comprising the entire

elected body that conducts meetings that span the
average lengths of time alluded to above.

ICAC: EVALUATION OF
THE CITY OF

PLAYFORD 2019

REPORT BY ICAC:
The City of Playford has
two committees to which

I wish to offer some
observations. They are
the Strategic Planning

Committee and the
Services Committee.

The Strategic Planning
Committee charter states
that the committee is to
provide advice to the
council with regard to high
level strategy, to act as per
the requirements of the
Development Act and to
monitor the performance of
the council.

The committee shall also develop the Annual Business
Plan and Budget, the Long Term Financial Plan, as well
as Asset Management Plans for council consideration.

I understand that the Services Committee’s role is to
act in an advisory capacity to the council regarding all
high level operations and to monitor the operational
performance of the council as it relates to the delivery
of services. The committee considers regular reports
on the performance of council.

I have been advised that in more recent times there has
been a shift in the matters the subject of consideration
by those committees and, as a consequence, the average
length of committee meetings has increased
considerably.

I am told, however, that the committees still comprise
the whole of the elected body.

I invite the elected body of the City of Playford to
consider whether or not the committees established

by the council are consistent with the relevant
provisions of the LG Act and the Development Act

and, where such committees are established,
whether the work of the committee justifies the

expenses associated with their establishment.
ICAC, Independent Commissioner against

Corruption

ANALYSIS: Is ICAC suggesting that Playford’s cultural
practices may have been inappropriate?

Playford Council has been struggling to reign in the $140
Million debt accumulated over a long period of time. Does
ICAC stop short of calling Playford’s cultural practices
“palm-greasing” at the expense of its ratepayers?

Tim Jackson’s contract as the CEO of Playford was not
renewed by Playford council in 2015.  There are so many
questions that we may never receive answers to.

To our knowledge, the non-renewal of Tim Jackson’s
employment contract did not relate to the cultural practices
of Playford council as identified by ICAC, that we are
aware of, as ICAC does not review Playford any further
back than July 2015.

ICAC is to be congratulated on its good works in
attempting to diffuse the waste of public monies at local
government level.

As we are given to understand the current practice in
Coober Pedy at present is shoulder-tapping colleagues
known to management. This practice according to Tim
Jackson is alive and well elsewhere.  The current local
Audit committee was in effect established on this basis
and to Tim Jackson’s credit he was open about this
practice.

The only known (ex) councilor that has been appointed
to a paid committee position in recent times was former-
councilor Carrie Adamo who was appointed to the CEO
Oversight Committee (after suspension/resignation) and
received $400 of ratepayer’s money for every meeting
she attended. Adamo’s first attendance was Thursday 18
September 2020 and resigned unexpectedly around
October 2021, but earned c. $4,000 in attendance money
all up.

OPINIONS/EDITORIAL
VICKIE CHAPMAN - PLEASE AXE

FAILED COOBER PEDY ADMINISTRATOR

Carrie Adamo, new CEO Dean Miller, Ralph Adamo and new administrator Tim
Jackson having dinner at the Sri Lankan Night, Opal Inn 28 Nov. 2019

OPINION/
EDITORIAL:

Continued page 9
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LETTERS and COMMENTS

Dear Editor

Council staff/contractors entered my property by jumping the fence and unscrewing a locked door to install a smart
meter without my authority.

Council is fully aware of my email address and phone number and not once was I contacted by them to get my
consent to have a smart meter installed on my property.

Council has publically stated that having a smart meter installed on your property was optional.

I therefore consider this action by the Council / Contractors to break and enter into my property without my authority
to be reckless and antagonistic ,considering that the Council has been engaged in litigation against me since February
2019 which has been reported on frequently by the Council.

I have spoken to Christine Harvey facilitator for installation of Smart Meters for the State Government.  Ms Harvey
referred me back to Stephen Staines at the DCCP, as local overseer of the installations of the Smart Meters.

I have asked for an explanation and report from the two General Manager's Steven Staines and Desley Culpin
regarding this.

Regards
George Naumovic  (7-11-2021)

WAS AN UNLAWFUL ENTRY INTO A RATEPAYER’S
PREMISES ‘AUTHORISED’ BY COUNCIL?

PUBLIC NOTICE
WITHOUT PREJUDICE

It has come to the Editor’s attention that letters written by Tim Jackson, DCCP Administrator, for publication
in the Coober Pedy Regional Times, have been found to be potentially defamatory.  One such letter is the

subject of current litigation.
https://cooberpedyregionaltimes.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/coober-pedy-regional-times-23-4-2021.pdf

The Editor has found it necessary to place  a “Barring Order” [BAN] against Tim Jackson for any future letters
or comments in this newspaper until he is cleared of any defamation actions currently against him.

Send Letters to the Editor or
community concerns by

email
Editor@cooberpedytimes.com

The Editor,  How shocked I was to see what the
council would like to do re the campground in the

town.

I thought councils would be encouraging business not
discouraging them. It’s tough for any business in the
current climate to make a living as it is.

The rate payer will be left to pay in the end as who is
going to maintain the area?  I cannot imagine the issues
this will cause for visitors and locals alike.

I have stayed in the Coober Pedy caravan parks as a group
and individual on a number of occasions and would
NEVER think of staying on the common for safety reasons
in any town.

Coober Pedy has so much to offer the traveller.  Caravan
park fees are not a big cost when you consider the cost
of fuel etc into your travels.

A happy caravan park visitor,

Yours Sincerely
Dianne Stevenson

CAMPING IN THE TOWN
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COOBER PEDY TOGETHER GROUP HOLDS
SECOND WORKSHOP-  AT GREEK CLUB

Coober Pedy Together held a second whole of
community workshop at the Greek Club on

Wednesday 3 November 2021.

The workshop was attended by around 50 people, with a
core group of 30+ developing across both workshops.

The focus of this workshop was to dive deeper into
developing an agreed way of working for the initiative
moving forward, to begin finalizing an elevator pitch for
the vision of the work, and to further refine bringing a
leadership group together.

The workshop explored what is our heart vision for
Coober Pedy, or in other words, what is the heart of
what the community is trying to achieve through Coober
Pedy Together.

Responses included:

 A vibrant community celebrated for its
uniqueness

 A place where we all work together for the
good of all

 Our home, a place that we are proud of
 A place that respects history, traditional

knowledge, and that seeks to move
forward as one

 A place where all people can live happy,
healthy, and safe lives

 A beautiful, attractive, and welcoming
place

 Harmony and unity within the community
 Less disadvantage and suffering
 A place of choice for young families
 A place that offers opportunities for all

ages
 A place that is celebrated and valued by all

The next step will be to form these ideas into a 20 second
elevator pitch, so that everyone involved in the work,
knows exactly what its about, and can share it easily with
others.

The workshop considered the question of how do we want
to work together. Responses included:

 Be respectful of all people in every
interaction

 Be honest and transparent with each other
 Regularly get together to build and grow

relationships
 Open communication through multiple

means
 Committed and dedicated to seeing things

through
 Letting go of all past grudges to move

forward together
 Everyone is on the same level, with no one

higher than another
 Work is led by a facilitation group, with

actions taken by project groups
 Action and solution focused
 Start fresh, bury the past
 Celebrate and encourage diversity
 Work in collaboration, always encouraging

and building each other up
 Acting with the highest integrity
 Valuing and honouring traditional

knowledge

A Way of Working agreement will be finalized using these
responses and put in place as our agreed way of working
moving forward.

Finally, the group considered how to bring a leadership
group together to lead this work.

Things that were considered included:
 The role of this group
 Criteria that need to be met to become a

member of this group
 How we bring this group together
 Should it be a facilitation group rather than

a leadership group
 Governance and responsibilities of the

group

The group landed the plane on agreeing that we are seeking
to bring together an action focussed facilitation group to
lead the work, and to bring others together to drive key
projects.

It was agreed that an expression of interest process would
need to be completed to bring together an initial interim
facilitation group to keep moving the work forward. They
would be responsible for the initial set up of the work,
including governance arrangements, and key priority
projects.

A position statement for facilitation group members will
be drafted and finalised shortly.

Coober Pedy Together will meet again before the end of
year, in early December. The focus of this next workshop
will be to commence the expression of interest process
for the facilitation group, to prioritize key projects for
2022, and to finalise the elevator pitch.

If you would like to be included on the mailing list, please
email cooberpedytogether@gmail.com

Facilitator Michael Edgecomb and local resident Julie
O’Toole who spoke about her vision for Coober Pedy

Local resident Sandy Williams reading out the
responses from one of the workshop groups

Workshop attendees Brett Trueman, Dominique
Houyet and George Russell

Greek Club Committee hosts at the Workshop: Chris Pantelis, Jim Axiomakarou,
Facilitator Michael Edgecomb and George Boussios

Community Activity
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On the LOn the LOn the LOn the LOn the Levelevelevelevelevel
with Slippo & Slidey

At a dugout, in an outback
mining town in Oz -

RECOMMENDATIONS of STATE OMBUDSMAN IN 2018

Slidey: Knock, knock
Slippo: Enter
Slidey: Gidday mate good to see you, how you
feeling after being locked up?
Slippo: I was in hospital?
Slidey: Mate what’s with the beret on your head?
Geez  Slippo what pills have they been giving you?
Slippo: Since I have been on stress leave my friend,
I have fallen in love, discovered my inner self and
also studying yogi
Slidey: You mean yoga, it’s what people do when
they hate themselves.
Slippo: For me it’s spiritual.
Slidey: Who's the chick?  Ya luv her? Fre ra jacqa?
Slippo: As a matter a fact she was my carer in
hospital. We just bonded; our souls are one.
Slidey: Is that the bird that was looking after you
in the padded cell? Mate you sure she’s yours
and not everybody else’s?
Slippo: She is fascinated with me.  I told her about
my plans, my vision as supreme leader.
Slidey: They slammed you in solitary cause of all
the crazy stuff coming out of you. I spoke to the
shrink. He said you are a narcissist as well a
damaged by the cookies and the geli fumes.
Slippo: Everything happens for a reason. This is
my destiny. Being flown south is the best thing to
happen to me and Coco.
Slidey: Coco Loco (circles with his finger around
the temple region) Mate they had you in a straight
jacket. Now you’re tied up in Coco’s suspenders.
Slippo: You see Slidey thats why you can only be
my assistant; you lack vision you haven’t got the
10 year strategy that I have.
Slidey: So how cooked are you mate? Are you
safe to go mining with?
Slippo: It’s just a temporary re-adjustment. I have
2 new assistants to do my job and help you.
Slidey: Who?
Slippo: Well, er, er, all I could find was, er Druggie
Doug and Criminal Con
Slidey: (has a coughing fit)
Slippo: Mate, we can zoom from the claim to here
and when the real good colour comes .........
Slidey: You’ve lost it!  I'm not working with those
shifters, no way no mate.  I will wait until you’re
off the meds.
Slippo: I need time mate.  I need to get this dugout
spick and span before Coco arrives.
Slidey: Crikey slippo you’ve changed mate. Not
wanting to go mining - In love - Spiritual.  You
sure they didn’t put any electricity in your head?
Slippo: Mate she is the most caring considerate
women in the world. I'm so lucky this is bigger
than a big pocket of opal.
Slidey: So what is she 36 24 36
Slippo: Inches or feet Slidey ?
Slidey: Are you preparing me? She's a monster
isn’t she?
Slippo: Don't pre judge mate. Thick Crystal is
better than skinny trace.
Slidey: Oh before I leave, I had to let the council
in to install your smart meter.
Slippo:  No, no, no Slidey. What have you done?
they call them smart meters because they have
micro chips in them and cameras spying on us
they have been designed by anti-factors  mate.
Slidey:  Slippo you’re frothing!
Slippo:  Get me the sledge hammer I’ll rip it out.  I
do not want the government inside my house.  And
YOU have let the demons in to my abode!

[Smash, crash, then silence, then darkness and
the smell of burning in the air]
Slidey: [Ringing 000]  Ambulance please.  Yeah,
me mate Slippo has lost the plot again. Can ya tell
them to bring the stretcher with the restraints?

See ya at Glenthide

WHERE IS THE COOBER PEDY COUNCIL CEO?
Tim Jackson Administrator, read this statement out at
Tuesday 9 November 2021council meeting.
Additional business
Unfortunately Dean is off on sick leave currently.

What that has presented is potentially a legal issue which
has been the subject of a fair bit of deliberation of the last
couple of weeks.

I won't go into the detail of it, but it has to do with how I
was appointed.  I was appointed by proclamation made by
the Governor.

Our legal advice was that it didn't allow me to appoint an
acting CEO because I'm not the principal member.  The
principal member is normally the mayor.

Tied up in knots over this.  Went to crown law and they

had a look at it.  They believe it's permissable for me to
use that provision as the principal member to appoint the
Acting CEO, plus their view is that I should also support
that decision as made by the principal by also making the
decision as the council. [same person].

Motion:
The council appoint Desley Culpin and Stephen Staines to
fulfill the role as the Acting CEO at various times as
determined by you from now on and until further notice.
We anticipate that Dean may be back at work on the 8th
November, but that may not be the case.

George Russell resident: Are we allowed to find out
what his medical problem is?
Tim Jackson: No it's confidential... You can't know.
Dean's advice to us is that is when he is returning.

Editor’s Note: There was no explanation as to why council initially sought legal advice on the CEO’s position.
The CEO did not returned on the 8th or 9th November.

Report of the Auditor-
General

Report 10 of 2018
Examination of the District
Council of Coober Pedy

Overall conclusion

Based on the examination of the Council’s
accounts for the years from 2011-12 to 2016-
17 (relevant period), I concluded the following:
 The Council’s financial position, and
particularly its current level of indebtedness,
is unsustainable. The Council cannot meet its
operational cash flows and has no realistic
prospect of repaying its indebtedness from its
own resources.
 The Council’s financial performance
was inadequate. It reported losses in 2011-
12, 2013-14, 2014-15 and 2015-16 that were
not budgeted for. There is no evidence the
Council considered the impact of these losses
until it was in financial crisis.

The Council has, from time to time,
developed planned responses which were, in
my opinion, reasonable but it has not
demonstrated an ability to implement the
required actions.
 The Council’s accounting systems
and records are significantly deficient and
unable to support effective financial
management of the Council’s operations.

I further concluded the Council failed to
comply with key aspects of the strategic and
financial management requirements of the LG
Act during the period 1 July 2014 to 30 June
2017.

In my opinion, Council will only
successfully respond to its current

financial position if it is able to recruit
and retain a chief executive and finance

manager who are appropriately
qualified and experienced.

The Ombudsman identified more than 25
significant errors committed by the council in
connection with its negotiation and execution of
the agreement, including, but not limited to:

• failure to consider and heed legal advice
concerning the project

• failure to observe the terms of established
prudential management and procurement
policies

• failure to meaningfully consider advice received from a consultant

• failure of the council’s senior administration to ensure that the elected
body considered and decided upon matters of strategic
importance

• failure of the council’s governing body to exercise meaningful
oversight over the activities of the council’s senior administration
in respect of the project

• failure of the council’s governing body to give meaningful
consideration to the terms and consequences of the agreement.

ADMINISTRATOR: Can the community please be kept informed as to what stage
of repair the recommendations in these reports are up to?
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Ageing Well Community Grants 
Now Open
If you’re part of an incorporated, non-profit organisation working with older people, you’re 
invited to apply for Grants for Seniors and Positive Ageing Fellowship Grants. Local 
governments are invited to apply for Age Friendly SA Grants.

Grants for Seniors
Grants of up to $5,000 for equipment or materials that stimulate activity and  
social engagement for older people, and grants of up to $10,000 for seniors’ cultural, 
social, educational, or active ageing projects.

Positive Ageing Fellowship Grants
One-off ageing specific grants of up to $40,000 for capability building projects  
to support older South Australians to age well, and that contribute to delivering South 
Australia’s Plan for Ageing Well 2020-2025.

Age Friendly SA Grants
One-off grants for local governments of up to $40,000 and up to $60,000 for 
regional partnerships of at least three local governments for projects aligning to  
the Age Friendly SA Strategy key priorities.

Applications for all grants are due by 5.00pm on Friday 10 December 2021.

Find guidelines, eligibility, and how to apply at www.sahealth.sa.gov.au/communitygrants  
or contact Office for Ageing Well at ageingcommunitygrants@sa.gov.au or by phone  
08 8204 2420.

HIGHLIGHTS: 2021 HALLOWEEN PARTY - GREEK CLUB
SOCIAL EVENT

A good crowd enjoyed a famlly night out at the
Greek Club

on Saturday 30th October for a Halloween celebration

The evening was an opportunity to dress up, have some fun and
mix socially at all age levels.. not to mention the prizes at

midnight.

Some of the winners were the the Van Poorten girls (of course)
Joel Seekamp and Michael Myatt.  Others may be obvious, but

they were all fantastic.

The Greek Club even offered a free bus home towards the end of
the evening.

Photos: Courtesy George Boussios (Opalios)
Greek Club Committee

Local kids line up and show off their Halloween outfits at the Greek Hall - Great night for all.
Photo - Greek Community

A big effort by families to participate in a well planned event

Not many Friday night’s left until the Greek Club BBQs
close  for summer.

Greek Charcoal BBQ every Friday at the Greek Hall. $20 a plate,
Kids plate $10, Chicken Wings, Lamb Chops, Pork Spare Ribs and

Bbq Sausages. With Cabbage Salad, Garden Salad, 4 bean mix,
Beetroot Salad and Tzatziki and toast.

Bar open at 6pm. $5 Beers & Spirits. Dinner ready around 7pm.
Come enjoy a night out and support the local CLUBS.

The Greek club has EFTPOS available.
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On 4 August 1990, 16 year old Karen Williams left
Sergio’s Restaurant in Coober Pedy with three other
people. The group were picked up in a car and driven to
the vicinity of Medway Drive, where the three other
people got out of the vehicle.

A short time later Karen was seen in a vehicle at the Caltex
Service Station, Coober Pedy. The vehicle then left the
service station and drove south along Hutchinson Street
before turning left onto the Stuart Highway. Karen has
not been seen since.

Following an extensive inquiry police charged a man with
her murder, Nikola Novakovich, but in August 2016 he
was acquitted by a Supreme Court judge, who heard the
case in the absence of a jury, of both murder and
manslaughter.

Due to changes to legislation in recent years regarding
“double jeopardy” offenders can potentially be prosecuted
again if ‘fresh and compelling’ evidence is located.

Anna Rosa Liva was an Italian traveller who was
backpacking around Australia when she vanished on
November 28, 1991. She was last seen alive walking
north along Hutchinson Street, Coober Pedy, around
midday. She only arrived in town by bus the night
beforehand. Despite exhaustive police investigations,
no trace of her has been found.

Anna was a raven haired beauty, who was a devout
Jehovah's Witness at the time of her disappearance and
had made plans with an employee who worked at the
local council, where she booked tour tickets for 2pm that
day, to go to a meeting of Jehovah’s Witness’ at 7pm that
night in Coober Pedy.

Police believe Anna was either abducted from Hutchinson
St or got into a vehicle willingly.

Detectives feel the latter is more likely. “The conversation
at the council chambers certainly indicates she had made
plans that she intended keeping,” Det. Sgt Ward said. “She
had booked in the opal tour at 2pm. She did not make it
to the appointment.” After this the trail essentially went
completely cold.

In the initial stages of the Liva inquiry, detectives closely
scrutinised one local resident, who is now deceased, but
Det. Sgt Ward believes he was not involved in her death.
No other suspects have emerged.

It was speculated that she could have fallen down a
disused mine shaft but after extensive searching, police
do not believe this to be the case. They are very, very
certain that foul play was involved. Almost to a degree
that I wonder if they have some info they are not speaking
about or releasing to the public.

Rosa's brother, Constantino, believes that his sisters faith
may have played a role in her disappearance “She was a
beautiful woman. At the time she was a devout Jehovah’s
Witness and she placed a lot of faith in other worshippers.
It would not have taken much for someone to say they
were a Jehovah’s Witness and for her to go with him and
to meet with foul play like we all feel,” he said.

18 YEAR ANNIVERSARY for
UNSOLVED MURDER OF WILBUR

He said much of that socialising was done at the Opal Inn
and, when that hotel closed, both the nearby roadhouse
and a restaurant called Sergio’s.

Mr Pearce said that, in 1990, Novakovich was 18 years
old and worked at the bakery across the road from the
Opal Inn. He said their paths crossed when, after a night
of socialising, Novakovich agreed to give Miss Williams
and three of her friends a lift home in his stepmother’s
orange Datsun 180B.

He said that when Novakovich dropped the friends off,
Miss Williams refused to get out of the car and asked to
be taken to her aunt’s house around the corner.  “From
that moment on, her friends never saw or heard from her
again,” he said.

“The last they ever saw of her was as she was being driven
away by Novakovich.”

Mr Pearce said Miss Williams was last sighted several
minutes later by roadhouse employee Claudette Noble.
The roadhouse, he said, was in the opposite direction from
the house to which Miss Williams had wanted to be taken.

“Just before sunrise, Ms Noble saw a car pull into the
service station ... Karen Williams was in the front passenger
seat, Novakovich was driving,” he said.

“Novakovich got out, put some petrol in his car ...
sometime later he drove off, and Karen Williams was still
sitting in the car.”  Mr Pearce said Ms Noble watched the
car drive away and, by following its headlights, saw it
turn onto the highway headed toward Port Augusta.

“An hour or so later, Ms Noble saw Novakovich’s car
once more, travelling away from the highway,” he said.
“Novakovich was driving, there was no sign of Karen
Williams".

Anyone with Information is urged to call Crime Stoppers
on 1800 333 000. You can choose to remain anonymous.

Jim Pearce, QC, told the court, “Since sunrise on August
4, 1990, there has been no confirmed or reliable sighting
of her, no record of her accessing her bank account or
availing herself of social security payments".

“From that moment on, none of her friends, family or
acquaintances have heard or seen anything of her.”

“In combination, those factors give rise to the
overwhelming inference that she died sometime on that
Saturday morning.”

Novakovich, 42, has pleaded not guilty to murdering Miss
Williams at Coober Pedy on August 4, 1990.

Her disappearance has become one of South Australia’s
most infamous cold cases, prompting repeated and
intensive searches of mine shafts in and around the town.

Opening the trial, Mr Pearce said Miss Williams, 16, was
a “polite, well-liked, co-operative, attractive and well-
groomed” teenager who enjoyed socialising with friends.

UNSOLVED INVESTIGATIONS

Backpacker Anna Rosa Liva vanished whilst in Coober
Pedy on November 28, 1991

On 4 August 1990, 16 year old Karen Williams was last
seen in Coober Pedy

Sometime after 1.30 a.m. on the morning of Tuesday 11
November 2003, Andrew (Wilbur) Williamson, aged 43
years was the victim of a serious assault that resulted in

his death.

Thursday 18 November 2021 will mark 18 years since
Andrew (Wilbur) Williamson, aged 43 years, was
murdered in his dugout at Tupper Close, Coober Pedy.
It is believed that Wilbur opened his door to a friend.

Sometime after 1.30 a.m. on the morning of Tuesday 11
November 2003, Mr Williamson was the victim of a serious
assault inside his house which resulted in his death.

A quantity of gold jewellery (see below image) and cash was
stolen from him. He had only recently moved to a new dugout
and his new address was not common knowledge.

Mr Williamson was a known cannabis dealer and it is suspected
this may have played a part in his murder. In the days leading
up to the murder he was seen around the town with a large
amount of money and due to ill health he may have been seen
as an easy target.

A $200,000 reward has been offered by the State
Government for information which leads to a conviction
in the 2003 case.

Andrew is described as a "quite a well-known character
around Coober Pedy."

Mr Williamson, who would have been unable to defend
himself due to a medical condition, was robbed of some
distinctive jewellery, cash and some gold nuggets.

The items included:  A 14ct yellow gold ring  which had a
natural nugget – streaked with natural quartz and weighing
67g - set into it. The ring was at least a large size 'Z' and
was created to look like a massive natural nugget and has
'585' engraved on the inside (referring to the 14ct gold).
Two natural gold nugget pendants on a gold fob watch
chain worn by Mr Williamson as a necklace (pictured).

One of the nugget pendants had the look of a crossed
legged Buddha, was about 3 cm high and 2 cm wide
weighing in the vicinity of 20 grams.

Investigators also believe Mr Williamson, 41, was in
possession of up to 30 ounces of natural gold nuggets.

Phone crime stoppers with any Information 1800 333 000

This is a frustrating case as she truly seems to have gone
up in thin air, there's been no tips and almost no suspects.
It is a true mystery.

Rosa's brother travelled to Coober Pedy all those years
ago to look for his sister, he recollects one of the most
heart wrenching moments.

“One of my most difficult memories I cannot come to
terms with is the day the police in Coober Pedy gave me
Anna’s belongings, her suitcase full of her things. That is
a very difficult memory.

I sometimes unrealistically hope that she has just gone
off with somebody never to be found, but I know that
isn’t a plausible scenario,” he said.

So what fate befell Anna Rosa Liva that day?   Her family
and brothers are still desperately searching for answers.
ANY INFORMATION PLEASE CALL CRIME
STOPPERS ON 1800 333 000.
  ·
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
PUBLIC NOTICE

HappyHappyHappyHappyHappy
birthdaybirthdaybirthdaybirthdaybirthday

Richard Abbott
11 November

2021
Age 75

accepted

not accepted

Send your Letters to the Editor, and
comment to:

Editor@cooberpedytimes.com

You may use a ‘nickname” as long as
we have your correct details on file.
There are standards of course and

some editing may apply.
Not all letters are published.

DISCLAIMER: Opinions and letters
published in The Coober Pedy

Regional Times are not necessarily the
views of the Editor, or Publisher.  The

Coober Pedy Regional Times reserves
the right to edit or omit copy, in

accordance with newspaper policies.
Letters to the Editor must be attributed

with a name, address and contact
phone number - names and town of

origin will be printed, or may be
withheld at the Editor’s discretion.

Richard celebrated his
birthday with family, friends
and fellow surveyors at his

retreat, at Aldinga Beach

We wish Richard a very happy
birthday and continuing

improved health

ADVERTISING INQUIRIES
TO

The Editor
Coober Pedy Regional Times

Newspaper

Editor@cooberpedytimes.com

Tel: 08 86725920

BIRTHDAY WISHES LETTERS TO EDITOR
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COMMUNITY
QUESTIONS TO DCCP
ON $3.55m ERROR  in

BUDGETED FIGURES
REMAIN

UNANSWERED
Surplus VS Deficit andSurplus VS Deficit andSurplus VS Deficit andSurplus VS Deficit andSurplus VS Deficit and

Anomaly VS ErrorAnomaly VS ErrorAnomaly VS ErrorAnomaly VS ErrorAnomaly VS Error

6 only questions on the faulty financial statement
prepared and published on 5th July 2020 on council’s
website that remained in the public domain for between
5-7 days.

We invited the council to respond more specifically,
but avoid unnecessary technicality and excessive detail
as to how the anomaly/error occurred.

Council MUST have expected that an error of around
$3.55 MILLION DOLLAR magnitude would at the very
least attract scrutiny and arguments for maladministration/
incompetence.

Q • What was the cost of preparing these
financials in terms of time and labour?
Not answered

Q • Please identify the amounts and explain the
surplus in one part of the ledger, turning into a loss
on another part of the ledger?
Not Answered

At the 28-7-2020 Council Meeting Mr. Alan Rushbrook
spoke of correcting some errors during his talk on
borrowings. It was not clear if he was talking about errors
in his latest projections, or the errors in the faulty budgeted
figures published on the 5th July.

Unless explanations are clear then we will have to consider
that our questions are not answered.

Q •  Could the “anomaly” as Mr. Miller CEO called
it, be explained or clarified in plain English for the
community to understand, avoiding unnecessary
technicality and excessive detail?
Not answered

Q • Did the council officers compiling the
budgeted figures not wonder where over a million
dollars of surplus money had actually come from,
given that council operates at the brink of bankruptcy
and on the limit of borrowings at all times?
Not answered

Q • What financial risk management policies or
audit policies are in place?
Not answered

Q • What measures have been put in place since,
to prevent this happening again?
Not Answered

We have since received (after a previous publication 7-8-
20) a compilation of questions and answers constructed
by council that do not adequately address the 6 simple
questions posed by the community (above).

We therefore decline to complicate the issue by publishing
or accepting council’s replacement questions.  It is not
for councils to decide how they will be scrutinized.

Editor

DCCP Unanswered Questions

OUTBACK AREAS INFORMATION

8645 4255

16 months unanswered

Notice of Meeting!
Unincorporated Outback Community Members

Meeting Place: Community Halls of each respective town.
Date and time: 5 April 2022 at 6pm!

Contact: COBCM2021@gmail.com

Prepared by and for interested and concerned members of the Outback Communities
(out of areas, unincorporated), Copley 5732 and Beltana 5730, South Australia.

The agenda of the meeting and the question to be voted on by the full membership, concerns the Outback
Communities Authority (OCA) proposal on its Outback Futures Project plan as set out in a presentation given at

Coober Pedy by the OCA on or about September 2021 (Proposal).

Meeting Agenda

1) To discuss and vote on the OCA Proposal, including consideration of the impact  upon the livelihood
or general wellbeing of the community members and their quiet enjoyment of the Outback Areas.

2) To discuss, consider and vote on restoring the status of the respective associations from the status
of potentially defunct (under the Act) compliant and proper to enable fully the rights and interests of the
full membership.

3) To form quora of members to call for a Special Meetings of the Progress Associations in relation to
relevant terms and conditions of Community Affairs Resourcing and Management (CARM) agreements
with the OCA.

4) To form one or more committees to:
a) correspond with relevant South Australian Government authorities regarding the concerns raised by
members and available channels of short, medium and long term remedy to safeguard the rights of
community members;

b) seek more information about labels and brands promoted in recent years (Outback Futures, Outback
Futures, One Outback etc);

c) ascertain information about the purpose of legislative change sought by the OCA in promoting itself
from toilet management to owner and manager of the outback residents affairs; and

d) find out more about the meeting which occurred in Coober Pedy, with very limited invite by short
notice and registration attended by 50 people, a slideshow  from which was presented at a public
meeting convened by the OCA in Copley in recent weeks.

5) To acquaint members and interested other parties, of the legislative framework and a summary of
recent developments.

This notice may be copied to all concerned members, any other members and any members of
government agencies responsible and accountable for the immediate and longer term interest of the
communities.

Please complete the attached form and return to COBCM2021@gmail.com no later than November
26, 2021 to pre-register your attendance

Dated:
--------------------------------------!
Signed

From page 5
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Office for Ageing Well provides a range of Ageing Well
Community Grants to organisations working with older
people for initiatives that reflect the South Australian
Government’s commitment to supporting South
Australians to age well.

Non-government, non-profit incorporated organisations
can apply for Grants for Seniors and Positive Ageing
Fellowship Grants and local governments can apply for
Age Friendly SA Grants.

Office for Ageing Well provided funding of $550,000 to
36 projects in the 2020-21 Ageing Well grant round.

Applications for Ageing Well Community Grants
2021-2022 will open on Friday 29 October and
close on Friday 10 December 2021.

Projects are to commence in May/June next year.
Available grants

•     Grants for Seniors
•     Positive Ageing Fellowship Grants
•     Age Friendly SA Grants

Contact:  If you require further information, contact Office
for Ageing Well:

Email: ageingcommunitygrants@sa.gov.au
Telephone: (08) 8204 2420
Postal address: PO Box 196 Rundle Mall Adelaide SA
5000

IN PLANNING AHEAD:  Community groups wanting funding -
may find something here to suit their members requirements

GRANTS - FUNDING

Office for Ageing Well
Community Grants

Tourism Industry
Development Fund

The Tourism Industry Development Fund is designed to
support and stimulate private sector investment in new
and  improved  regional  accommodation,  and  the
development  of  quality  tourism  product  and
experiences.

It aims to assist in the COVID recovery of regional
tourism by encouraging regional operators to improve
and diversify so they can attract more visitors and get a
higher return on their offering.

Applicants can seek grants from $20,000 to
$500,000 (excluding GST) with a maximum of 30 per
cent State Government grant of the total project value.

The Tourism Industry Development Fund aims to:
• improve tourism infrastructure and experiences
that appeal to target markets
• grow economic benefit via increased visitor
expenditure
• create new jobs and develop skills
• encourage further development by the private
sector in infrastructure and visitor facilities
• encourage businesses to work collaboratively

Applications close 31 March 2022 at 5:00pm or
until all funds have been allocated.

For further information visit: https://tourism.sa.gov.au/
support/tourism-industry-development-fund

Saluting Their
Service

Commemorative Grants Program
The program is designed to preserve Australia’s wartime
heritage; involve people around the country in a wide
range of projects and activities that highlight the service
and sacrifice of Australia’s service personnel in wars,
conflicts and peace operations; and promote appreciation
and understanding of the experiences of service and
the roles that those who served have played in shaping
the nation.

There are 2 categories of grants available under
the program:
1. Community Grants: maximum of $10,000 are
available for local, community-based projects and
activities.
2. Major Grants: between $10,001 and $150,000
are available for major commemorative projects
and
activities that are significant from a national, state,
territory and/or regional perspective.

Applications close on Tuesday, 8 February 2022
at 11:00pm

For further information visit: https://
www.communitygrants.gov.au/grants/saluting-service

Boosting
Apprenticeships

The  Boosting  Apprenticeship  Commencements  wage
subsidy  supports  businesses  and  group  training
organisations to take on new apprentices and trainees,
to build a pipeline of skilled workers to support sustained
economic recovery.

Through the subsidy, any business or group training
organisation that engages an Australian Apprentice
between 5 October 2020 and 31 March 2022 may be
eligible for a subsidy of 50 per cent of wages paid to a
new or recommencing apprentice or trainee for a 12-
month period from the date of commencement to a
maximum of $7,000 per quarter.

There is no cap on the number of eligible trainees/
apprentices.

For further information visit: https://www.dese.gov.au/
boosting-apprenticeship-commencements

Strengthening Rural Communities –
Round 11

The Strengthening Rural Communities (SRC) program aims to give the thousands of small rural, regional and
remote communities across Australia an opportunity to access funding to support broad community needs.

There is up to $10,000 available through the Small & Vital Stream and grants up to $25,000 are available
through the Bushfire Recovery Stream.

Projects funded must align with one or more of the
following charitable outcomes:

 - bringing people and community organisations together to foster stronger, more resilient communities;
- fostering and celebrating a sense of identity, diversity and cultural connection within the community;
- improving community health and social wellbeing;
- enable people to develop skills, knowledge and confidence to lead and contribute to their community;
- building a sustainable volunteer base and/or supporting the wellbeing of volunteers;
- celebrating and resourcing volunteer-led efforts;
- increasing access and inclusion for vulnerable and disadvantaged groups, including remote
communities;
- enhancing places where communities gather;
- promoting connection to place and enabling initiatives that champion a community’s social, cultural or
economic aspirations;
- increasing  capacity  and  capability  of  local  community  organisations  to  support  recovery  from
natural disasters;
- enabling locally led responses within rural, regional and remote communities endeavouring to reduce the
impacts of the changing climate within their community.

Applications close 23 November 2021 at 5:00pm

For further information visit: https://frrr.org.au/funding/place/strengthening-rural-communities/
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SUNDAYS
GOLF 1pm Teeoff
.

What’s On in Coober Pedy

CATACOMB Church Service
and Sunday School 9:30am
Sunday. Bus pickup available.
Ph 8672 5038

CP SHOOTERS CLUB
See page 16 for latest
updates

Ring John DiDonna on
0427649389 to book a time

COOBER PEDY RSL

CFS TRAINING  CFS TRAINING:
2nd and 4th Wednesday of each
month
Please contact regional office on
08 8642 2399 or
Email: CFSRegion4@sa.gov.au for
more information.

SATURDAYS

Open Sunday afternoon from
4.00pm, Happy hour and
members draw between 5.00pm
and 6.00pm

FRIDAYS
Greek Charcoal BBQ every
Friday at the Greek Hall.
TBA

THURSDTHURSDTHURSDTHURSDTHURSDAAAAAYYYYYSSSSS
CP SHOOTERS CLUB
See page 16 for latest
updates

MINE RESCUE/SES Training is
second Saturday of the month at 9am

The unit manager is Anthony
Daelman

Duty officer number is 0427 752 446

CP SHOOTERS CLUB
See page 16 for latest
updates,

or Ring John DiDonna
on 0427649389

CROATION CLUB TBA
Happy Hour
Saturdays 6-7pm

Mine Rescue/SES training
Training is the first and third
Wednesday of the month @ 730pm
and the second Saturday of the
month at 9am

The unit manager is Anthony
Daelman

Duty officer number is 0427 752 446

WEDNESDAY

SDrive-In Movies in 2021
Gates open at 7:30pm Movie starts 8:00pm

Please come along and support us
$20 per car;  $10 per adult;  $5 per child

C.P. Police Station
Malliotis Blvd.  Coober Pedy
(08) 8672 5056
Assistance 131 444
Emergency 000
Crime Stoppers 1800 555 677

Coober Pedy Hospital
Lot 89 Hospital Rd
Open 24 hours · (08) 8672 5009

Coober Pedy Medical Practice
Lot 89 McDougal Road
(08) 8678 9224

Coober Pedy Area School
17/18 Paxton Rd. Coober Pedy
(08) 8672 5077

Umoona Tjutagku Health Service
Lot 8 Umoona Rd
(08) 8672 5255

Housing SA
Lot 2501 Hutchison St
131 299

Centrelink
LOT 715 Hutchison St. Coober Pedy
13 24 68

District Council of Coober Pedy
LOT 773 Hutchison St. Coober Pedy
(08) 8672 4600

Coober Pedy Tourist Information Cen.
LOT 773 Hutchison St
(08) 8672 4600

Umoona Community Council Inc
Umoona Rd
(08) 8672 5246

Djitji Tjapu Tjuta Community Day Cen.
Lot 315 Robins Blvd
(08) 8672 5644

Umoona Aged Care
Lot 89 Hospital Rd
(08) 8672 5605

National Indigenous Australians Ag.
(NIAA)
17/18 Paxton Rd. Coober Pedy
(08) 8672 5077

Far North Health Advisory Council
C/- Coober Pedy Hospital
(08) 8672 5009

C.P, Community Correctional Centre:
Malliotis Blvd.  Coober Pedy
 (08) 8672 3091

Coober Pedy Magistrates Court
Malliotis Blvd.  Coober Pedy
 (08) 8672 5601

Department for Child Protection C.P
Lot 2501 Hutchison St.  Coober Pedy
(08) 8672 4555

Aboriginal Family Support Services
LOT 223 Giles St. Coober Pedy
(08) 8672 3066

Uniting Country SA
Paxton Rd
1300 067 777

TAFE SA
Adult education school
Hutchison St.  Coober Pedy
 (08) 8678 9000

Australian Red Cross
Non-profit organization
Unit 6/25 Hutchison St. Coober Pedy
 (08) 8100 5436

Coober Pedy Regional Times
Editor@cooberpedytimes.com
(08) 86725920

Updated Local Service
Provider Listings

SA schools term
dates 2021

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS 2021

1)  27 January – 9 April
2)  27 April – 2 July
3)  19 July – 24 Sept
4)  11 October – 10 Dec

Labour Day Mon, 04 Oct 2021

Christmas Eve Fri, 24 Dec 2021

Christmas Day Mon, 27 Dec 2021

Boxing Day Tue, 28 Dec 2021

Proclam. Day    Tue, 28 Dec 2021

New Year's Eve Fri, 31 Dec 2021

The Coober Pedy Regional Times will record a passing if we
hear about it, and particularly where families choose to have

their relative acknowledged or commemorated within the
town and it’s records.

Recording resident movement, particularly from the opal mining
sector, or from any sector can be important for our future records.

With social media playing a part in self publishing, information
does not always reach us. Entries or comments about a loved
one on social media are often lacking in important detail, and in
due course may be deleted.

If you have information about a past resident who may have made
a contribution (large or small) to Coober Pedy or the opal industry,
you may wish to have an article that recognises them in the Coober
Pedy Regional Times. You can send to the editor at
editor@cooberpedytimes.com

HOW TO REMAIN
PART OF YOUR

COMMUNITY
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HEALTH & WELLBEING

3.39        In 2005-6 there were 266,745 reports to child
protection departments around Australia and the most
frequently substantiated maltreatment types are child
neglect and emotional abuse – the maltreatment types
most frequently associated with parental drug use.

Impact on children’s
grandparents

3.116     Grandparents in particular, may be emotionally
blackmailed by their child into NOT claiming or pursuing
entitlement to a Centrelink payment so they are able to
support grandchildren.  Usually it is not until an extreme
event occurs that grandparents or relatives eventually
claim a payment.

Impact on siblings
1.29        Unsurprisingly, one family member’s illicit drug
use can often be the underlying cause of another’s health
problems.  Many report that they have needed
counselling and treatment themselves to cope with
depression and anxiety, or that they have developed
chronic health conditions through failing to pay attention
to their own health needs.  The committee heard
examples of where siblings also become drug users: a
mother in Western Australia told the committee that four
of her five children had been addicted to illicit drugs;
once one of them had started using, the ‘family morality’
broke down and ‘the other children then saw it as being
an okay thing to do.’

Impact on workmates
2.78        In addition to the actual harm imposed on the
community, the use of illicit drugs also contributes to a
broad range of potential harms due to impairment
associated with drug use.  In 2004, of Australians aged
14 years and older who had used any illicit drugs in the
last 12 months, in the same period:

581,000 people had driven a motor vehicle while under
the influence of illicit drugs;
    115,000 people had operated a boat or hazardous
machinery; and
    326,600 people had gone to work.

ACT INQUIRY MUST REVEAL THE
DAMAGE DONE BY DRUGS

With the ACT Drugs of Misuse Inquiry about to
release its report at the end of November, Drug Free

Australia is warning Parliamentarians across the
country that the report will try to casually downplay
the actual grievous harms done by illicit drugs and

addictions in this country.

The purpose of the ACT Inquiry is to evaluate a proposal
by Labor’s Michael Pettersson to decriminalise the use
of heroin, ice, speed, cocaine and ecstasy, among other
drugs.

Written and oral evidence given by Drug Free Australia
to the Inquiry clearly shows that the damage from drug
addictions to a user’s partner, children, grandparents of
their children, siblings, friends, workmates and other road
users far outweighs any harm done to a drug user by
the possibility of a criminal conviction.  Drug users in
Australia are given the option of avoiding a criminal
penalty by going to treatment or rehab.  By taking the
offer of treatment or rehab, users escape the criminal
penalty that they want to avoid, so that they can get off
the drugs that the Australian community wants to avoid.
96%-99% of Australians do not approve the use of
heroin, ice, speed, cocaine or ecstasy and it can be easily
inferred from these figures that Australians want less
drug use, not more.

Advocates for the ACT’s drug decriminalisation measure
are publicising that most drug users function well and
do not fit stereotypes of chaotic and dysfunctional lives,
despite Dr Shane Darke, an Australian expert in
addictions, explaining that the vast majority of heroin
users do indeed fit the negative stereotype of chaotic
lives and welfare dependency.

Kerryn Redpath, a Board member of Drug Free
Australia, who was previously caught in a cannabis and
heroin addiction for some years, explains that living with
a functional partner’s addiction is nevertheless chaotic
particularly for partners and their children.  “Addiction
blinds a person to what they are doing to others, and the
lies, cheating and money constantly disappearing, despite
periods when they are doing well, wears a partner down
and hurts the children.  It’s tormenting and heartbreaking
even if they are seen as a functional person by the
community.”

In written testimony to the ACT Inquiry Drug Free
Australia provided evidence from the 2007 Winnable
War on Drugs House of Reps Inquiry of the damage
done by drugs to the whole constellation of people around
a person caught in addiction, which is summarised in
the attached backgrounder.

Below are direct quotes from the 2007 House of Reps
Inquiry report – The Winnable War on Drugs https://
www.aph.gov.au/parliamentary_business/committees/
house_of_representatives_committees?url=fhs/
illicitdrugs/report.htm

Impact on partners

7.36          The Catholic Women’s League of Australia
summarised the impact of a family member’s drug use
on the mental health of other family members:

The incredible mood swings, and dangerous, erratic and
unpredictable behaviour of the addict has family, friends
and colleagues walking on egg-shells.  Living with an
addicted person is a recipe for madness that frequently
results in nervous breakdown and serious physical illness
in people riding the roller-coaster of pain and uncertainty
that is the daily experience of those living with
addiction.”

6.79        Family Drug Help told the committee about
some of the problems that can arise where a member
of the family is using drugs:

Family members start to change when they acknowledge
they have their own problem, and start to let go of forever
trying to fix their addicted family member.  The family
member’s problem is typically related to the drug use,
but separate, such as:

I have no relationship with my child;
    All the family income goes on drugs;
    My partner is not emotionally available to me;
    I am scared to ask for my basic needs;
    I am placing the needs of the addicted member above
the needs of other family members;
    My partner/child does not respect my home/my right
to a peaceful/clean space;
    My friends no longer visit our house

Impact on children
3.28 The impacts of parental drug use on growing
children were related by many inquiry participants.

They included:

Inadequate nutrition and periods without food;
A lack of clothing;
Inadequate health care, including a lack of immunisation,
lack of attention to the child’s health problems or
disabilities, irregular washing, dental decay, a filthy home
environment and head lice;
Poverty and financial disadvantage;
Physical, sexual and emotional abuse;
Traumatic and frightening experiences, such as parents
overdosing and losing consciousness;
Family breakdown and conflict;
Parental mental health problems;
Frequent change of residence and careers;
Involvement in criminal activity;
Poor education outcomes due to learning and behavioural
difficulties and interruptions to schooling;
Social problems, including social isolation and lack of
attachment and connection to others; and
Problems with emotional development.
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VOLUNTEER ACTIVITY

Coober Pedy Shooters ClubCoober Pedy Shooters ClubCoober Pedy Shooters ClubCoober Pedy Shooters ClubCoober Pedy Shooters Club
Welcomes all new Members,     Visitors and SponsorsWelcomes all new Members,     Visitors and SponsorsWelcomes all new Members,     Visitors and SponsorsWelcomes all new Members,     Visitors and SponsorsWelcomes all new Members,     Visitors and Sponsors
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